
JANN	RUTHERFORD,	JAZZ	PIANIST,	COMPOSER	1964-2003	
	
Jann Rutherford, the jazz pianist, composer, teacher and poet who had been a prominent and unique musical 
force in Australia and New Zealand, died of cancer at the age of 38. Her fight with the cancer diagnosed on her 
tongue and lymph gland was the final chapter in a life studded with a bravery that bordered on heroism, although 
Rutherford herself would have been quick to dismiss such an assertion.  
Blind from birth, she pursued the zero-security, artistically high-risk career of the jazz musician, moved by herself 
from New Zealand to Sydney to further this career, eked out a living and confronted her cancer and its treatment 
with typical optimism and courage.  
Born in Dunedin, New Zealand, in 1964, Rutherford began learning the piano when three years old after she had 
been attracted by the sound of her neighbour's instrument. In 1977 she was awarded the Sir Denis and Lady 
Blundell (Governor-General) Homai College prize “for showing outstanding determination", and continued her 
extensive studies of classical music until 1984.  
The next year she gained a diploma in Executant Music from Wellington Polytechnic, majoring in jazz, and her 
career path was established. She began performing regularly in that city, and recorded for radio and TV.  
Her move to Sydney in 1989 would have been a daring step for any young jazz musician trying to make it on a 
bigger stage; to do it alone and sightless was remarkable. She attended the Sydney Conservatorium, where she 
gained an associate diploma in jazz studies (with Mike Nock and Roger Frampton among her teachers) and an 
associate diploma in music teaching. In 1993 this array of qualifications was augmented by the Licentiate Trinity 
College, London.  
Meanwhile, Rutherford had made an impact on the Australian jazz scene. She worked with the singer Kate 
Swadling and fellow New Zealand (and blind) pianist Julian Lee. In 1990 she entered the National Jazz Awards at 
the prestigious Wangaratta Jazz Festival, and was runner-up a result she duplicated the following year. She won 
the competition in 1993, when she was also nominated for a Mo Award.  
Rutherford led several bands, including a trio with the leading bassist, Craig Scott, and the doyen of Australian 
jazz drummers, Alan Turnbull, and she enjoyed a lengthy collaboration with the versatile saxophonist Paul Cutlan. 
In 1999 she recorded an outstanding album of solo piano called Discovery (Tall Poppies). This revealed many of 
her strengths as both a pianist and composer: the beauty of her touch and choice of voicings; a flair for releasing 
tension (both musically and in the listener) and for resolutions; a deeply intuitive understanding of the use of 
space; a narrative sense to bind her improvisations into extended coherent statements.  
Her music eschewed any aggression, even shying from anything overly robust in favour of an exquisite delicacy, 
beautifully exemplified by the title track, Discovery. If soft watercolours predominated over bright oils, nonetheless 
her music often carried a buoyant and infectious optimism, as on Expectations from that same album.  
“I just love jazz," she told the Herald. “I like the sound of the piano and the fact that you can do so many things 
with it." As Mike Nock observed in the liner notes to Discovery, “Jann Rutherford is a wonderful pianist .. [who] 
explores many moods in which her beautiful sound, sensitive ear for harmonic nuance and warm expressiveness 
are heard to full advantage."  
Rutherford also worked with the singer Christa Hughes, accompanying her in the successful cabaret Beer 
Drinking Woman, which was spiced up by the pianist's witty asides and quips. She sang in the stunning 
Martenitsa Choir, worked for the Royal Blind Society, wrote poetry, and collaborated with the composer Romano 
Crivici (from Electra String Quartet), on a presentation at the Powerhouse Museum called Sounding The Museum, 
which allowed people to experience the facility through hearing rather than sight.  
Diagnosed in May 2002, her cancer required intensive radiotherapy. After six weeks of this she made a super-
human effort to fulfil a concert commitment at the Side-On Cafe in late June, leaving barely a dry eye in house 
when she dedicated the performance of Expectations to herself.  
A final testament to her considerable gifts came with the album The Scented Garden, on which her quartet gave 
scintillating renditions of 10 Rutherford compositions. It was released posthumously.  
	
(John Shand, First published in the Sydney Morning Herald 19/3/2003) 	
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2016	JRMA	WINNER	EMMA	STEPHENSON	
Emma will be performing at Foundry616 on November 12th for the Sydney International Women's 
Jazz Festival. The Heironymous Trio (pictured) will collaborate with renowned vocalist Gian Slater.  

 
 
 

	
JANN	RUTHERFORD	MEMORIAL	AWARD	 



We are thrilled to announce that the 2016 recipient of the Jann Rutherford Memorial Award is the outstanding 
pianist Emma Stephenson. Upcoming performances by Emma with the Heironymous Trio and special guest 
vocalist Gian Slater for JRMA:  
 
12th November, Foundry 616, Sydney International Women's Jazz Festival  
4th December, Bennett’s Lane, Melbourne Women’s International Jazz Festival  
 
The Jann Rutherford Memorial Award was founded in 2005 to assist in the professional development of an 
outstanding young female jazz musician. The Award is named in honour of the late jazz pianist Jann Rutherford, 
and is funded by private donations in partnership with the Mietta Foundation, Melbourne International Women's 
Jazz Festival (MIWJF), Sydney Improvised Music Association (SIMA), Jazz Queensland and ABC Radio National. 
Previous winners of the main award are:-  
 
Trombonist: Alex Silver, Guitarist: Jess Green, Drummer: Ali Foster, Bassist: Hannah James, Saxophonist: 
Harriet Harding & bassist: Jessica Dunn*, Trumpeter: Ellen Kirkwood, Drummer :Jodie Michael (*The JRMA 
award facilitated the creation of Sirens Big Band)  
	
JANN	RUTHERFORD	MENTORSHIP	AWARDS	 
		
Following the success of the inaugural Jann Rutherford Memorial Award (JRMA) in 2005, the initiative was 
expanded in 2006 to include the awarding of Mentorships. The Jann Rutherford Mentorship Awards have been 
offered in recognition of the efforts and achievements of outstanding participants in SIMA's Improvisation 
Workshops For Young Women. The winner is selected  by a panel of the workshop's tutors convened by Alex 
Silver and Zoe Hauptmann. Previous winners of the JRMA mentorship awards are:- 
 
2006 Stephanie Badman, saxophone: Poppy Burnett, drums: Rosie Woods, trombone  
2007  Lucy Clifford, bass: Anna Ewald-Rice, clarinet: Milan Ring & Taylor Goddard, guitar:  
 Lauren Benson & Nikki Rusten, drums 
2008     Holly Conner, drums: Olivia Tucker, bass: Danita Harris, saxophone: Shawna O’Neill, clarinet.  
2009  Donna Daly, trombone:Emily Benson, voice: Emma Ford, drums: Amelia Noble, trumpet 
2010 Sarah Evans, bass: Anna Leckie, tenor saxophone: Madeleine Novarina, alto saxophone: 
 Heather Prowse, trumpet  
2011  Catherine Fisher, voice: Emily Carter: drums: Julia Reidy, guitar: Sarah Evans,double bass 
2012 Elizabeth Jigalin,piano: Danica Hobden (guitar): Isabel Stewart-Kasimba (sax): 
  Mary May Horton (sax). The Sirens Mentorship went to: Abi McCunn (sax).  
2013 Aria McCarthy-Lochner (voice)  
2014 Kate Richards (trumpet) 
2015 Lauren White (bass) and our recipient this year is: 
2016 Amy Nelson (saxophone) 

 
We need your help to continue the JRMA program. Should you be inspired to support the JRMA please donate 
using the attached form, or contact Liz Bowen (bowenliz1@gmail.com). Donations are tax deductible. 
www.jrma.com.au.  

 
          
   
 
 
 
       
       
     
         
 
Yes -I want to support The Jann Rutherford Memorial Award through the Mietta Foundation 

 
⃝  Enclosed is my cheque/money order, made out to “The Mietta Foundation”, which is 
 listed on the Register of Cultural Organisations under Subdivision 30-B of the Income Tax 
 Assessment Act 1997.  
OR 
⃝  Direct Transfer has been made to:  
 Mietta Foundation Inc Public Account*  
 BSB 033-048      Account 37-7254 [Specify reference: “MF_JRMA”] 
 
Amount:   $……………. 

In making this donation to the Mietta Foundation, I express a preference for these donated funds to be 
directed to the Jann Rutherford Memorial Award. 

Donor Name: …………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
 
Address: ………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
 
Postcode: …………………… Tel:  ………………………..  (Mobile)…………………………………….... 
 
Email: ……………………………………...... 

Note: Donations will be publicly acknowledged but if you wish to remain anonymous please indicate
  Anonymous Donation: Yes    /    No  

Return completed Donor Slip to:  Mietta Foundation, PO Box 1075 Fitzroy North Victoria 3068 
OR    Scan and email to:  TSmurthwaite@gmail.com 

*The Mietta Foundation Public Account Fund is a tax deductible fund listed on the Register of 
Cultural Organisations under Subdivision 30-B of the Income Tax Assessment Act 1997. 
 


